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Avoidable Causes of Contractor Failure 

In a mid-year planning meeting with one of our larger clients, the following question came up: 

“Is there a commonality to the construction contractors that you see that are in trouble, or haven’t 

made it in the last few years?” The answer is a resounding yes. 

The construction industry is the second riskiest in the country, second only to the restaurant 

business. Fortunately, many of the factors contributing to this state of affairs are identifiable and 

totally avoidable. However, because they are so subtle, many contractors and construction 

professionals refuse to acknowledge the risks to their company. Comments such as this are all 

too common: “Failure is something that happens to other contractors. We have systems and 

procedures. It can’t happen to us.”  

The risks in the construction business are real, formidable and can be lethal. It is imperative that 

the construction professional be aware of the common elements of business failures and how to 

recognize and avoid them. They need to develop the skill of recognizing and reacting to potential 

risks well in advance of difficulty or financial distress 

In examining failed construction contractors, we always see at least one of the following 

attributes, and often, more than one: 

1. Growing too fast – The infrastructure does not exist to support the backlog of work. Project 

managers, superintendents, and key employees are spread too thin. Accounting controls and cash 

flow are inadequate. 

2. Obtaining work in a new geographic region – The construction industry in Florida is 

different than in Georgia. Codes, lien laws, permits, labor laws, tax rates, subcontractor quality, 

suppliers, weather and soil conditions can be dramatically different and, accordingly, may result 

in unforeseen costs and problems. 

3. Dramatic increase in single job size – A contractor familiar with building a $1,000,000 

commercial building will incur new and different challenges with a $15,000,000 building. 

4. Obtaining new types of work – A commercial building contractor cannot suddenly build a 

nuclear power plant. Contractors must specialize and “stay with what brought them”. 



5. High employee turnover – Estimators, project managers and superintendents are critical to 

the success of a contractor. Too much turnover in key employees will usually result in lower job 

profitability and potential bidding errors. New hires cannot replace “home-grown” employees. 

Hiring unqualified “family” is a common mistake. 

6. Poor capitalization – TOO MUCH DEBT – Tangible working capital less than 5% of annual 

revenues and a poor banking relationship will contribute to severe cash flow issues. Financing 

long-term assets with short-term capital is a major issue. Interest bearing debt to equity ratio 

above 0.8 and total debt to equity greater than 4.0 creates vulnerability. 

7. Poor estimating and job costing – Contractors must have internal controls over the 

estimating and job cost processes. Bids must be adequately reviewed, contain multiple quotes 

from reputable suppliers and be regularly compared to actual job cost results. Job fade must be 

minimized. 

8. Poor accounting system – Contractors must have good monthly financial statements prepared 

on the percentage of completion method. Detailed contract schedules are mandatory. 

9. Poor cash flow – Contractors must prequalify the credit worthiness of their customers. 

Contract terms dealing with pay requests, retainage, stored materials, and change orders must be 

considered. Reporting of significant underbillings is an indication of poor cash management and 

potential contract losses. Overbillings should be in the bank. 

10. Buying dumb stuff – Contractors who buy too much equipment, helicopters, real estate, 

restaurants and similar investments could have problems. 

Whether you realize it or not, failure of your company is a distinct possibility. All it takes is a 

few bad decisions and your company will be facing disaster. Take the time to recognize the 

common elements of construction business failures. With this new skill set, you will be able to 

avoid the common pitfalls. The old saying applies: “forewarned is forearmed.” 

 The best strategies for business and personal growth and success are specific to your business and 
personal situation. Your plan must be tailored to fit your unique circumstances. Contact Lanter, 
Leonardo & Levy for a no obligation consultation on building and preserving the company and wealth 
you have worked so hard to achieve. 

Call Alex Leonardo or Rick Captain today at 561-998-7770 

 


